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Summary
Topologically
Associating
Domains
(TADs)
compartmentalize
vertebrate
genomes into sub-Megabase functional
neighbourhoods for gene regulation, DNA
replication, recombination and repair1-10.
TADs are formed by Cohesin-mediated
loop extrusion, which compacts the DNA
within the domain, followed by blocking of
loop extrusion by the CTCF insulator
protein at their boundaries11-20. CTCF
blocks loop extrusion in an orientation
dependent
manner,
with
both
experimental
and
in-silico
studies
assuming that a single site of static CTCF
binding is sufficient to create a stable TAD
boundary21-24. Here, we report that most
TAD boundaries in mouse cells are
modular entities where CTCF binding
clusters
within
extended
genomic
intervals. Optimized ChIP-seq analysis
reveals that this clustering of CTCF
binding does not only occur among peaks
but also frequently within those peaks.
Using a newly developed multi-contact
Nano-C assay, we confirm that individual
CTCF binding sites additively contribute to
TAD separation. This clustering of CTCF

binding may counter against the dynamic
DNA-binding kinetics of CTCF25-27, which
urges a re-evaluation of current models for
the blocking of loop extrusion21-23. Our
work thus reveals an unanticipatedly
complex code of CTCF binding at TAD
boundaries that expands the regulatory
potential for TAD structure and function
and can help to explain how distant noncoding structural variation influences
gene
regulation,
DNA
replication,
5,28-34
recombination and repair
.
The
formation
of
vertebrate
TADs
—through continuously ongoing and energydependent
Cohesin-mediated
loop
13-17,35-37
extrusion
—requires the presence of
boundaries between neighbouring domains.
The enrichment of CTCF binding sites at
these boundaries, particularly in a convergent
orientation, was identified early-on1,3,21,23,38.
Since then, most experimental studies and insilico models have assumed that a single site
of correctly oriented and static CTCF binding
is sufficient to create a functional TAD
boundary. Indeed, the inversion of CTCF
binding sites can reduce TAD insulation,
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albeit incompletely21,22. Other observations
converge to challenge the static and singular
nature of CTCF binding at TAD boundaries.
Single-molecule imaging of CTCF binding
suggests a highly dynamic process, with DNA
residence time mostly in the order of seconds
to minutes25,27. Absolute quantitation of CTCF
amounts combined with mathematical
modelling of residence time suggest that
around half to two thirds of CTCF binding sites
are occupied at any time in mouse and human
cells39,40. These dynamic DNA binding
kinetics are considerably shorter than the
average association of Cohesin with
chromatin, suggesting TAD boundaries may
be permissive to loop extrusion ‘read
through’19,25,41. In single-cell Hi-C and superresolution imaging experiments, the (partial)
intermingling of neighbouring TADs is
commonly observed, confirming that TAD
boundaries are not absolute entities42-46. We
recently showed that in population-averaged
Hi-C data most TADs are not separated by
punctuated TAD boundaries but rather by
extended transition zones where insulation
between neighbouring domains gradually
increases19. CTCF peaks often cluster within
these
transition
zones
near
TAD
47-50
boundaries
, suggesting that multiple
CTCF binding sites may be required for the
strong separation between neighbouring
domains. Here, we used comparative
genomics to analyse the functional impact of
CTCF clustering in transition zones on TAD
boundary structure and function in mouse
embryonic stem cells (mESCs), followed by
experimental validations using Nano-C, a
newly
developed
multi-contact
3C
(Chromosome
Conformation
Capture)
approach,
and
dedicated
polymer
simulations.

bona-fide CTCF binding peaks, we performed
CTCF motif discovery and determined the
optimal significance cut-off score based on
diminishing returns (Fig. 1a, elbow in the
curve). Using this approach, we identified
over 83,000 CTCF peaks with at least one
significant CTCF binding motif (Fig. 1a,
Extended Data Table 1). To determine if
clustering of CTCF peaks is enriched at TAD
boundaries, we intersected our list of peaks
with TAD boundaries obtained after
determining the insulation score of published
high-resolution population-averaged Hi-C
data51,52. This analysis confirmed that a larger
fraction of CTCF peaks that clustered nearby
other peaks were enriched near TAD
boundaries (Fig. 1b). Consequently, over 90%
of TAD boundaries contained more than one
peak in the 100 kb window surrounding the HiC boundary (Extended Data Fig. 1a; median
= 5 peaks, maximum = 24 peaks). Moreover,
these peaks had a considerably higher
average enrichment value as compared to
peaks elsewhere in the genome (Extended
Data Fig. 1b). The importance of CTCF peak
clustering was confirmed by the effect on the
insulation score, with the number of CTCF
peaks directly scaling with insulation between
neighbouring regions in the Hi-C matrix
(Extended Data Fig. 1c). We conclude that the
large majority of TAD boundaries are
composed of multiple strong CTCF peaks
within extended transition zones.
Most CTCF peaks contain multiple consensus
motifs that contribute to CTCF binding
While using our tailored identification of CTCF
consensus motifs, we noticed that many
CTCF peaks contained more than one
significant CTCF motif (Fig. 1c, Extended
Data Fig. 1d, Table 1), as previously
observed53. Sorting both on CTCF peak
enrichment value or on motif number revealed
a positive correlation, suggesting that the
multiple consensus motifs within the peaks
contribute to peak enrichment value (Fig. 1d,
Extended Data Fig. 1e). When comparing
consensus motifs, we noticed that our

TAD boundaries are composed of clustered
and strong CTCF binding peaks
To obtain an unbiased inventory of CTCF
binding in mESCs, we performed CTCF ChIPseq experiments followed by peak calling
without pre-selected thresholding. To filter for
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Figure 1. Clustering of CTCF binding within and among peaks is enriched at TAD boundaries.
A. CTCF peak discovery based on optimal consensus-motif discovery identifies large numbers of CTCF binding
peaks in mESCs. B. CTCF peaks that are located close to another CTCF peak are enriched closer to TAD
boundaries. C. Example of a modular TAD boundary that appears as an extended transition zone (dotted line
extending to the called TAD boundary vs. the arched line indicating extensive intermingling around the
boundary. Within the transition zone, multiple CTCF peaks are present that often contain more than one CTCF
consensus binding motif. Numbers below the peaks indicate the number of motifs within the selected peak.
Arrows indicate the relative orientation of motifs, with the larger arrow denoting the most significant motif. D.
Ranking of all identified CTCF peaks based on peak value (left) and the number of motifs using the same ranking
(running mean). Globally, increased peak value scales with increasing numbers of CTCF motifs within peaks.
E. CTCF binding logos for highly significant consensus motifs (top) or lower significant peaks (bottom). F.
Distribution of CTCF consensus motifs per peak. G. Genome-editing experiments that remove one or several
CTCF binding motifs from a peak confirm the additive contribution of individual motifs to overall CTCF
enrichment as observed by ChIP qPCR. H. The relative orientation of CTCF motifs within peaks is mostly
random, except in peaks that overlap B2 repeats. I. CTCF peaks that have a larger number of motifs are
enriched closer to TAD boundaries. J. CTCF peaks that have a larger number of motifs localize closer to other
CTCF peaks.

additionally identified consensus motifs still
bore the hallmarks of CTCF motifs as
identified with a standard cut-off, albeit with
increased promiscuity at most positions (Fig.
1e). Of the 83,000 identified CTCF peaks,
nearly 60% contained more than one
consensus motif (Fig. 1f; average = 2.1 motifs,
maximum = 20 motifs). To confirm the
contribution of multiple consensus motifs to

CTCF peak value, we used CRISPR-Cas9
genome editing to remove subsets of motifs
within a CTCF peak (Fig. 1g). ChIP-qPCR
confirmed a partial reduction of peak
enrichment when subsets of motifs were
removed, as compared to the complete
removal of the peaks (Fig. 1g). This result
thus confirms the contribution of all motifs to
overall peak enrichment. The majority of
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CTCF peaks are thus composed of clustered
CTCF binding motifs, which adds a possibility
for further regulation of CTCF binding to the
DNA within these elements.

(Extended Data Fig. 2b). In the B2 subtypes,
the second motif is positioned at around 30 bp
distance in an opposite orientation relative to
the first motif, whereas in the B3 subtypes the
motif is in tandem and partially overlaps the
first motif. Whereas we detected large
numbers of significant CTCF peaks that
overlapped both subtypes, their average peak
values were highly different (Extended Data
Fig. 2c,d). Peaks that overlapped the B2
subtypes had mostly low peak values,
whereas B3 subtypes carried peaks that had
values that were at least comparable to peaks
that do not overlap repeats (Extended Data
Fig. 2d). The mechanism underlying this
difference remains to be determined, but may
be linked to the more enriched AT-content in
the CTCF consensus binding motifs for the B2
subtypes (Extended Data Fig. 2e). Due to
relative
overrepresentation
of
peaks
overlapping the B2 repeats, these consensus
motifs are identified as highly significant, yet
this does not necessarily correlate with high
CTCF peak value (Extended Data Fig. 2f).
CTCF binding in the actively transposing B2
SINE-repeats, and particularly the tandemly
orientated motifs in the strongly bound B3
subtypes, may thus provide rodent genomes
with a unique evolutionary tool to add CTCF
sites with either uni- or bi-directional blocking
activity57.

Relative CTCF motif orientation within peaks
is mostly non-biased, except in B2 family
repeats
When the loop extruding Cohesin complex
first encounters the N-terminus of the bound
CTCF protein, it’s much more stably blocked
as compared to the C-terminus, thereby
explaining the orientation-dependent effect of
CTCF binding54,55. The grouping of multiple
consensus motifs within CTCF peaks may
influence this process, particularly when
opposing motifs are combined to create bidirectional blocking. Assessment of the
relative orientation in all peaks with two or
more motifs detected a significant enrichment
of peaks with mixed orientations (Extended
Data Fig. 2a). A more detailed analysis
revealed that this enrichment is only observed
for sites that overlap the B2 family of SINErepeats, whose consensus sequence in
rodent genomes contains a CTCF motif56. In
contrast, we did not detect an enrichment for
a specific relative orientation of motifs for
peaks that did not cover repeats or that
covered other types of repeats (Fig. 1h).
Importantly though, of all the CTCF peaks in
the mESC genome, about 40% contain
significant binding motifs in both orientations
and may thus be capable of efficient bidirectional Cohesin blocking54,55. Particularly
in peaks that group many motifs together, the
balance between motifs in either orientation
can considerably deviate though (see Fig. 1c).
To further determine a potential influence of
B2 repeats on orientation-dependent blocking
of loop extrusion, we investigated their links
with CTCF binding and TAD boundaries. B2
repeats are subdivided into the B2 and B3
subtypes, and our motif discovery revealed
the presence of a second CTCF motif in the
consensus sequences of both subtypes.
Interestingly, the relative orientation and
position of the second motif is different though

CTCF peaks with multiple motifs are enriched
at TAD boundaries
To determine if clustering of motifs within
peaks is a further defining characteristic of
TAD boundaries, we determined the distance
of CTCF peaks from TAD boundaries relative
to motif number. Consistently, we found that
the larger the number of CTCF-bound motifs,
the larger the fraction of peaks that were
located close to a TAD boundary (Fig. 1i). As
a result, over 95% of TAD boundaries
contained more than one CTCF-bound motif
in a 100 kb window surrounding the Hi-C
boundary (Extended Data Fig. 3a; median =
11 motifs, maximum = 79 motifs). Moreover,
CTCF peaks with more motifs were more
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likely to be closer to other peaks, revealing a
tendency for CTCF consensus motifs to
cluster in the genome both within and
between peaks (Fig. 1j). The importance of
motif clustering was further confirmed by the
insulation score, which scaled with motif
number (Extended Data Fig. 3b,c). In
summary, we conclude that TAD boundaries
are of a modular nature, which is defined by a
complex code of clustered CTCF consensus
motifs both within and among peaks. This
modular clustering of motifs may allow the
blocking of Cohesin-mediated loop extrusion
in both orientations at multiple sites
surrounding the TAD boundary, thereby
buffering against the dynamics of CTCF
binding and thus improving insulation
between neighbouring domains.

read, as we had anticipated from the size
distribution of our high-resolution 3C library
(Extended Data Fig. 4b,c). We therefore
visualized a 3C library generated using the
NlaIII restriction enzyme by Cryo-EM
(Extended Data Fig. 4d,e). We observed a
mix of DNA topologies with lengths of up to 16
kb, with small fragments (< 2 kb) mostly
consisting of circular and linear molecules.
Unexpectedly, longer fragments consisted
primarily of branched fragments, which made
up 85% of the DNA content in the 3C library
(Fig. 2e, Extended Data Fig. 4d,e). Proximity
ligation of crosslinked DNA, at least when
NlaIII digested, may thus generate
unexpectedly complex topologies which will
reduce the size of reads that can be
generated in multi-contact 3C assays that
incorporate long-read single-molecule (i.e.
single-stranded) sequencing.

Nano-C simultaneously captures 3C multicontacts for multiple viewpoints

Nano-C confirms the stepwise insulation of
modular TAD boundaries

To test if individual CTCF sites contribute to
the insulation function of modular TAD
boundaries, we opted for multi-contact 3C
technology, which can resolve complex
patterns of chromatin organization with singlecell
precision.
Existing
multi-contact
approaches either lack the possibility for
capture or can capture only a single site of
interest (viewpoint)58-62, which limits their
capacity for detailed analysis of CTCF peak
clustering at selected TAD boundaries. To
target multiple viewpoints within a single
experiment, we therefore developed Nano-C
(Fig 2a,b). Nano-C subjects a high-resolution
3C library (NlaIII digested; 206 bp average
fragment length) to a newly developed
method for Enrichment of Long DNA
Fragments
by
Capture
and
Linear
Amplification using in-vitro transcription (ELFClamp) and single-molecule direct-RNA
sequencing (Fig 2a). After data analysis and
stringent filtering of the reads, we obtained
hundreds to thousands of multi-contacts for
up to 12 viewpoints (Fig 2b-d, Extended Data
Fig. 4a). Similar to other multi-contact assays
that use single-molecule sequencing59-61, we
identified considerably fewer contacts per

To select TAD boundaries for Nano-C in
mESCs, we devised a strategy to evaluate
their insulation strength based on the
derivative of the insulation score in 50 kb
windows up- and downstream of the
boundaries, as identified by populationaveraged Hi-C (Fig. 2f). This analysis
revealed a wide-range of insulation strength
and asymmetry in up- and downstream
insulation.
We first selected a strong TAD boundary on
chromosome 13 where CTCF was bound in at
least four peaks and that separated a mostly
transcriptionally inactive upstream TAD from
a smaller intra-TAD and downstream TAD
that were both transcriptionally active (Fig. 2f
(red dot) and 2g, Extended Data Fig. 5). To
assess the contribution of each CTCF site, we
designed three Nano-C viewpoints that either
flanked or were located in-between these
sites.
Analysis
of
pairwise
Nano-C
interactions indicated that the distribution of
signal on either side of the boundary stepwise
increased, with the strongest change
coinciding with the TAD boundary as called
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Figure 2. A multi-contact Nano-C assay confirms the additive contribution of CTCF peaks to TAD
boundary insulation
A. Nano-C can enrich multiple viewpoint-containing 3C molecules using a tailored capture and linear
amplification protocol (ELF-Clamp) followed by single-molecule direct-RNA sequencing to identify multi-way 3D
contacts. B. Stringent three-step data filtering and of Nano-C reads. C. Nano-C read length distribution before
and after data filtering. D. Distribution of multi-contacts captured by Nano-C. 1-way contacts represent pairwise
contacts and 2-way or more contacts represent more complex 3D topologies.
E. Example of a branched and internally looped 3C molecule, as abundantly detected by Cryo-EM.
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F. Insulation strength of all TAD boundaries in mESCs based on the derivative of the insulation score in windows
50 kb up- and downstream. Only the value for the highest window for each TAD is shown on the y-axis, whereas
the symmetry is obtained by dividing the insulation strength of the upstream over the downstream boundary.
Dots indicate the insulation score of the TAD boundaries analysed by Nano-C.
G. Nano-C results for 3 viewpoints in the two TADs surrounding a strong boundary in mESCs. For all three
viewpoints, spider-plots with pairwise interactions are displayed. Percentages indicate the fraction of
interactions upstream or downstream of the boundary. For viewpoint 2, TAD-walks show individual multi-contact
reads: each grey line represents the total span of a multi-contact read, with the viewpoint indicated as a black
box and individual contacts as red boxes. Multi-contacts are sorted on the contact that is nearest to its viewpoint.
The location of CTCF and Rad21 peaks (ChIP-seq) and the Hi-C insulation score (red line: cut-off) and derivative
insulation score are indicated below. Previously published Hi-C data is indicated above. The thick purple line
indicates the TAD boundary of interest, the smaller line indicates a second nearby boundary. H. Distribution of
multi-contacts. Expected distributions of multi-contacts were obtained after randomizing reads up- and
downstream. Significance: G-test.
I. A zoom-in on TAD-walks in the 200 kb window surrounding the TAD boundary. Multi-contacts were sorted on
the most downstream read (viewpoints located upstream of the boundary) or the most upstream read (viewpoint
located downstream of the boundary). Only reads with at least one multi-contact falling within the 200 kb window
are shown. Arrows and orange lines indicate cliffs that coincide with CTCF binding.

from the Hi-C data (Fig. 2g; spider-plots).
Similar distributions were observed with the
conventional pairwise Hi-C and 4C-seq
methods, confirming the robustness of the
Nano-C assay (Extended Data Fig. 6). NanoC at three weaker TAD boundaries with
modular CTCF binding revealed a similar
stepwise increase, albeit with less insulation
between domains (Fig. 2f, brown dots,
Extended Data Fig. 7a-9a).
Next, we exploited the multi-contact aspect of
the Nano-C assay by filtering reads with at
least two interactions within the two TADs
surrounding the viewpoint. By sorting and
plotting individual multi-contact reads, TADwalks were obtained (similar to chromosomewalks58) that reveal the degree of insulation
imposed by the selected boundary (Fig. 2g).
Upon visual inspection, a consistent
overrepresentation was observed for reads
with both the viewpoint and all multi-contacts
on the same side of the TAD boundary, which
scaled with TAD boundary strength (Fig. 2g,
Extended Data Fig. 7a-9a). Statistical
analysis confirmed the enrichment of multicontacts that obeyed the boundary, and
revealed that the fraction of such reads was
stepwise reduced depending on the location
of the viewpoint relative to the boundary (Fig.
2h, Extended Data Fig. 7b-9b). Nano-C thus
confirmed that TAD boundaries acted as
insulating units, with the fraction of boundary-

obeying multi-contacts stepwise increasing if
a viewpoint was separated by a larger number
of CTCF sites. Interestingly, we also found a
consistent enrichment of the population of
multi-contacts that are all on the other side of
the boundary relative to the viewpoint (Fig. 2h,
Extended Data Fig. 7b-9b). We argue that
such multi-contacts may represent extruded
loops that started extrusion in the TAD
opposite of the viewpoint and that have
partially progressed ‘read through’ of the
boundary (see also below)19,25,41.
Nano-C confirms the contribution of individual
CTCF sites to insulation between TADs
Next, we assessed if the contribution of
individual CTCF sites to TAD insulation could
be directly observed in the Nano-C data. By
zooming in on multi-contacts in the transition
zone surrounding the TAD boundary, we
observed the presence of ‘cliffs’ followed by a
considerable flattening of the Nano-C
interaction curve (change of angle). Such
cliffs represent cases where interactions with
the viewpoint locally accumulated, whereas
the flattening indicates a reduced propensity
for interactions. In most cases, the position of
the cliffs overlapped, or were close to, CTCF
sites (Fig. 2i, orange arrows, Extended Data
Fig. 7c-9c). A similar reduction in contacts
could be observed at the imprinted Igf2-H19
locus, where we previously identified the
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Figure 3. CTCF depletion perturbs the blocking of Cohesin-mediated loop extrusion at TAD boundaries
A. Validation of CTCF degradation upon Auxin-treatment. B. Nano-C results in the two TADs surrounding a
strong boundary in mESCs upon CTCF depletion. Spider-plots show pairwise interactions, with percentages
indicating the fraction of interactions upstream or downstream of the boundary. ChIP-seq data for CTCF binding
in Auxin-treated CTCF-AID mESCs and WT mESCs is provided below. The thick purple line indicates the TAD
boundary of interest, the smaller line indicates a second nearby boundary. C. Comparison of pairwise and multicontact Nano-C read distribution for WT and Auxin-treated CTCF-AID mESCs at two TAD boundaries on chr.
13 and 18. Significance: G-test. D. Distribution of multi-contacts upon CTCF depletion. Expected distributions
of multi-contacts were obtained after randomizing reads up- and downstream. Significance: G-test.

presence of multiple CTCF-anchored loops to
create
a
complex
gene
regulatory
63
neighborhood (Extended Data Fig. 10). In
conclusion, Nano-C allowed for a direct
observation that CTCF sites reduced, but not
completely blocked, contacts between the
viewpoint and genomic regions on the other
side of the CTCF site. Individual CTCF
binding sites thus additively contributed to the
overall insulating capacity of the analysed
modular TAD boundaries.

studies on these cells found that insulation
between TADs was greatly reduced after two
days of Auxin treatment13. Our 2-days
treatment similarly resulted in no observable
remaining CTCF protein (Fig. 3a). In the
absence of treatment, CTCF amounts in
these cells were already strongly reduced
though. To allow for an optimal comparison
between the presence and absence of CTCF,
we therefore limited our Nano-C comparison
to WT mESCs cells.
Spider-plots for pairwise Nano-C interactions
at two TAD boundaries consistently confirmed
that interactions that crossed the boundary
had significantly increased, lending further
support to the observation that CTCF is
essential for correct insulation between
neighbouring TADs13,46 (Fig. 3b,c, Extended
Data Fig. 11a). Interestingly, the analysis of

Multi-contacts spanning TAD boundaries are
increased but not reorganized upon CTCF
removal
To mechanistically dissect the influence of
CTCF binding on Nano-C multi-contacts, we
performed Nano-C experiments on mESCs
that contained an Auxin-inducible CTCF
degron. Previously published pairwise Hi-C
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Figure 4. A modified Randomly Cross-Linked (RCL) polymer model replicates TAD boundary
characteristics.
A. Schematic bead-spring chain connected at random positions (green dashed lines) within the same TAD.
Each sphere stands for one monomer coarse-graining a DNA fragment. Blue monomers are upstream of the
TAD boundary and yellow monomers are downstream. Three additional characteristics of connectors have been
added: a fixed connector to both TADs that joins the monomer next to the boundary with another random
monomer within the same TAD (red dashed line), a moving boundary (two color sided monomers) and an
extended boundary (grey monomers). B. In-silico Hi-C matrices obtained from polymer simulations combining
the added characteristics of connectors: (left) uniformly random connectors within each TAD, (center top) fixed
connectors at the boundary and a moving boundary, (center-middle) fixed connectors with an extended
boundary, (center-bottom) a moving boundary with an extended boundary and (right) a combination of all three
characteristics.

multi-contacts showed a more nuanced
pattern. Whereas reads with both the
viewpoint and all multi-contacts on the same
side
of
the
boundary
were
still
overrepresented, their relative abundance
decreased as compared to WT cells (Fig.
3c,d, Extended Data Fig. 11b). In contrast,
multi-contacts that spanned the boundary
were increased as compared to WT cells,
which was particularly prominent for multicontacts that all crossed the boundary relative
to the viewpoint. As such, the insulating
capacity of TAD boundaries was perturbed in
the absence of CTCF, but this did not
completely randomize 3D contacts of the
viewpoints. Rather, the increase in multicontacts that all crossed the boundary may be
explained by the facilitated ‘read through’ of
the boundary by the loop extrusion machinery

in the absence of CTCF binding. Depletion of
CTCF binding thus directly interferes with the
blocking of Cohesin-mediated loop extrusion
at TAD boundaries.
A modified Randomly Cross-Linked Polymer
model confirms the impact of complex TAD
boundaries
To validate that the complexity of CTCF
binding is an essential requisite for correct
TAD structure, we used a modified Randomly
Cross-Linked polymer model64,65 to emulate
key aspects of modular TAD boundaries (Fig.
4a). Polymer simulations using a ‘naive’
model, based on random connectors that
represent the Cohesin complex and that are
distributed uniformly within each TAD, created
a sharp boundary (Fig. 4b, left, Extended Data
Fig. 12). The combined addition of three types
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of connectors with specific distributions were
capable of reproducing the extended
transition zones between TADs, while
maintaining the overall insulation as observed
in Hi-C maps (Fig. 4a). First, the addition of
two cross-linkers that were fixed on one side
next to the TAD boundary and on their other
side established a contact uniformly within the
same TAD, allowed to model the local
concentration of cross-linker molecules (i.e.
blocking of loop extrusion). Second, the
addition of a gap without connectors helped to
model the multiple instances of CTCF binding
within the extended modular boundary. Third,
the addition of moving boundaries helped to
represent the dynamic nature of CTCF
binding at the modular boundary.
We found that the combination of fixed
connectors at the boundary with the moving
boundary resulted in a partial merger between
two TADs exhibiting a fuzzy boundary (Fig.
4b, centre-top). Combination of fixed
connectors with extended boundaries
resulted in an overly sharp boundary
alongside two dark lines corresponding to the
fixed sites (Fig. 4b, centre-middle). The last
pair-wise possibility, combining the moving
boundary with an extended boundary, did
result in an observable transition zone, but of
little prominence and with increased insulation
between the neighbouring TADs (Fig. 4b,
centre-bottom). None of these pairwise
combinations were therefore able to generate
the observable transition zones while
maintaining expected insulation between
neighbouring TADs. Yet, the scenario where
all three conditions were included recovered
Hi-C maps that closely resembled the
experimental ones (fig. 4b, right; e.g. relative
to fig. 1c). The modelling of topological crosslinker organization, representing the Cohesin
complex, including blocking at TAD
boundaries both at multiple and variable
positions, is thus capable of confirming the
impact of dynamic and modular boundaries
on TAD structure.

Modular boundaries as regulatory units for
TAD structure and function
Here, we report that most TAD boundaries are
modular entities where the binding of CTCF
clusters both at the level of motifs within
peaks and over larger distance between
peaks. Moreover, we confirm that individual
CTCF peaks additively contribute to the
overall insulating capacity of TAD boundaries.
Compared to current models for TAD
boundary function, which mostly include static
and punctuated CTCF binding, this complex
code of CTCF binding can provide means for
fine-tuning of insulation strength (Fig. 2f), the
cell-to-cell variation of TAD intermingling45 or
TAD reorganization in a developmental
context (e.g. refs. 66,67). Consequently, the
spreading of TAD boundary function within
extended transition zones also expands the
genomic
intervals
where
non-coding
structural variation and eQTLs can modulate
(sub-)TAD structuration28,68. This, in turn, can
then create the potential for modulated or
perturbed gene regulation, DNA replication,
recombination and repair. Importantly though,
the modular nature of TAD boundaries may
create redundancies to buffer against such
changes, thereby providing a potential
explanation for the moderate effects on TAD
structure that has been observed upon
removal or inversion of individual CTCF
binding sites21,22,32-34.
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Materials and methods
ES Cell culture, CRISPR-Cas9-mediated genome editing and CTCF depletion
Feeder-independent mouse WT ESCs (male: E14Tg2a.4)69, their newly constructed derivaties
and the CTCF-AID mESCs13 were cultured on gelatin-coated flasks. mESCs were grown in
DMEM (GIBCO) medium supplemented with 2 mM l-Glutamine, 0.1 mM NEAA, 1 mM sodium
pyruvate (GIBCO), 15% FBS (GIBCO), 10 M β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), 1,000 U/μl of leukemia
inhibitory factor (GIBCO). Medium for CTCF binding site mESCs was further supplemented with
1 mM MEK inhibitor PD0325901 (Sigma) and 3 mM GSK3 inhibitor CHIR99021 (Sigma). Cells
were kept in an incubator at 37°C and 5% CO .
CTCF binding sites were deleted using CRISPR-Cas9-mediated genome editing by designing
gRNAs on either side of the sites (sequences in Extended Data Table 2). Sequences were cloned
into the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 plasmid (Addgene #62988; a kind gift from Feng
Zhang70. 500,000 cells were transfected with 2.5 µg of each plasmid using Lipofectamine 3000
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Forty eight hours after transection, cells were placed under puromycin
selection (2 mg/ml) for forty eight hours. Individual colonies were seeded in 24-well plates and
validated for deletions using PCR screening.
The CTCF protein was depleted in CTCF-AID mESCs by adding 500 μM of indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA, a chemical analog of Auxin; Sigma-Aldrich) to the medium for 24 hrs, 48 hrs, and 96 hrs, or
in the wash-off sample, 48 hrs followed by 48 hrs of medium without IAA. Depletion of CTCF was
confirmed by standard Western blotting as described13, using 1:500 dilution of Anti-CTCF
antibody (07-729, Merck-Millipore) and 1:500 dilution of Anti-Lamin B1 antibody (ab65986,
Abcam).
2

ChIP-Seq and ChIP-qPCR
ChIP experiments were performed as previously described71 with minor modifications. Cells were
fixed with 2% formaldehyde solution for 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by the addition
of Glycine to 0.125 M. Crosslinked chromatin was fragmented to 150-300 bp using a Covaris
S220 focused-ultrasonicator device (Covaris). 10 μg of chromatin was immunoprecipitated with
the one of the following antibodies: 5 μg CTCF antibody (07-729, Merck-Millipore), 5 μg RAD21
antibody (Abcam, ab992), 2 μl H3K4me3 antibody (07-473, Merck-Millipore), 5 μg H3K27ac
antibody (Active Motif, 39133), 4 μg H3K36me3 antibody (Abcam, ab9050), 5 μg H3K27me3
antibody (17-622, Merck-Millipore). For quantitative comparison of CTCF binding between WT
and CTCF-AID cells, 2 μg of chromatin from human MCF-7 cells was added for spike-in purposes.
For ChIP-seq, indexed ChIP-seq libraries were constructed using the NEBNext Ultra II Library
Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs) using the application note ‘Low input ChIP- seq’.
Sequencing was done using 50 - 86 bp single-end reads on the Next-Seq 550 system (Illumina)
according to the manufacturer's instructions at the high-throughput sequencing core facility of the
I2BC (Gif-sur-Yvette, France)
For ChIP-qPCR, enrichment relative to an input of immunoprecipitated chromatin fragments was
determined using SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) on the
LightCycler480 (Roche) or the CFX384 Touch system (Bio-Rad). Primer sequences in Extended
Data Table 2.
ChIP-seq data analysis
Data was mapped to ENSEMBL Mouse assembly GRCm38 (mm10) using BWA with default
parameters72. After removal of duplicate reads, reads with multiple alignments, and low-quality
reads, densities were calculated for combined biological and technical replicates. For
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visualization, data densities were further binned in 200 bp windows, using the maximum density
within each window.
CTCF binding peaks were identified from the combined replicates with MACS2 (version 2)73, using
standard settings and the optimal q-value value as estimated on the basis of FDR by the tool (q
< 0.05). De-novo discovery of the CTCF consensus binding motif and subsequent assignment of
p-values to sequence variants was done using the MEME and FIMO tools of the MEME-suite74,75.
We identified all binding motifs with p ≤ 10 , allowing multiple motifs per sequence, followed by
filtering on the basis of the quartiles of MACS2 peak values and the p-value of the binding motifs
in steps of 0.25 -log(10) p-value. Plotting the number of all identified motifs revealed an obvious
elbow in the curve at p ≤ 10-3.25 for all the quartiles of MACS2 peak values, where the curve
bended from a mostly linear to asymptotic increase in identified motifs. CTCF binding peaks were
subsequently filtered for the presence of at least one CTCF consensus binding motif with p ≤ 103.25
. A list of identified CTCF peaks and included CTCF consensus motifs is provided in Extended
Data Table 1.
-2

Reanalysis of Hi-C data and intersection with ChIP-seq data
Hi-C sequencing data for mESCs were obtained from the GEO repository (GSE96107)52. Reads
were mapped to ENSEMBL Mouse assembly GRCm38 (mm10) and processed to aligned reads
using HiC-Pro v2.9.0 and Bowtie2 v2.3.0, with default settings to remove duplicates, assign reads
to DpnII restriction fragments, and filter for valid interactions76,77. Hi-C interaction matrices, at 10
kb resolution, were generated from the valid interactions and were normalized using the Iterative
Correction and Eigenvector decomposition method (ICE) implemented in HiC-Pro. TAD
boundaries were called using TADtool78, with window size 500 kb and insulation score cutoff value
21.75, resulting in a high degree of genome-wide overlap with TAD borders as reported
previously52. For the visualization of Hi-C matrices, for the creation of ‘virtual 4C plots’ and for the
determination of signal densities within TADs, custom R-scripts were used.
The derivative insulation score was calculated from genome-wide insulation score at 10 kb
resolution, by subtracting each bin from its downstream bin. The insulation strength at either side
of individual TAD boundaries was calculated by taking the average derivative insulation score in
the five bins upstream or downstream. For visualization of insulation strength the larger upstream
or downstream value was retained, and for visualization of insulation asymmetry, the larger
upstream or downstream value was divided by the smaller value. Coordinates of TADs, genomewide insulation scores and genome-wide derivative insulation scores are provided in Extended
Data Tables 3-5. Intersection of CTCF ChIP-seq peaks with TAD boundaries and insulation score
was done using the BEDtools suite79.
Nano-C
High-resolution in-situ Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) libraries were generated using
the conventional 3C protocol80, with minor modifications. 15 million cells were fixed in a 2%
formaldehyde solution for 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by the addition of Glycine to
0.125 M. Cells were lysed by incubation in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl,
0.2% NP-40) supplemented with complete protease inhibitors for 20 minutes on ice. A final
concentration of 0.5% SDS was added and extracts were incubated at 62°C for 10 minutes. SDS
was quenched by addition of Triton X-100 to a final concentration of 1%. Chromatin was then
digested with 400 U NlaIII (New England Biolabs) at 37°C for 4 hours, followed by adding another
400 U at 37°C overnight. After enzyme inactivation by incubation at 62°C for 20 minutes, DNA
ligation was performed using 5 μl HC T4 DNA ligase (Promega, 50-100 U) in 1X Ligation Buffer
(Promega) with 1% Triton X-100 and 10 μg/μl BSA and incubation at 16°C for 4 h. De-crosslinking
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was performed by adding 50 μl proteinase K (NEB) and incubation at 65°C overnight. 3C libraries
were isolated by phenol-chloroform-IAA extraction followed by ethanol precipitation.
Nano-C experiments were performed using a newly developed ELF-Clamp (Enrichment of Long
DNA Fragments using Capture and Linear Amplification) protocol (Fig. 2a), which consists of two
selection steps for viewpoints of interest (in-vitro CRISPR-Cas9 cutting and site-specific fusion of
a biotinylated T7 promoter) followed by specific enrichment using linear amplification (in-vitro
transcription). The resulting RNA is subsequently characterized using direct-RNA sequencing81.
gRNAs for in-vitro CRISPR-Cas9 cutting of viewpoints in the 3C libraries were produced by invitro transcription after annealing an oligo containing a T7 promoter, the specific sequence of the
gRNA and a part of the common gRNA sequence, to a reverse oligo containing only the common
sequence. This partially annealed template is next made fully double strand using DNA
Polymerase I, Large (Klenow) Fragment (New England Biolab). In-vitro transcription of the
resulting template to generate full-length gRNAs was performed by using the T7 RiboMAX
Express Large Scale RNA Production System (Promega) followed by DNase treatment,
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. gRNAs were then isolated by 1:1 phenol-chloroformIAA extraction followed by isopropanol with sodium acetate precipitation.
CRISPR-Cas9 cutting of viewpoints in the 3C libraries was done as follows: 3300 ng each of up
to 12 gRNAs was incubated with 33 pmol Alt-R S.p. Cas9 Nuclease V3 (Integrated DNA
Technologies) for each gRNA in a total of 25 μl NEBuffer 3.1 (New England Biolabs) at room
temperature for 10 minutes. We have noticed that in this setting, adding more than 12 gRNAs in
a single experiment results in suboptimal results. 20 μg 3C library was combined with the gRNACas9 complexes in a total volume of 250 μl nuclease-free water and incubated overnight at 37°C,
followed by enzyme deactivation at 65°C for 30 minutes. Nuclear RNA and gRNAs were removed
by adding 1250 U RNase If and incubation at 37°C for 45 minutes, followed by enzyme
deactivation at 70°C for 20 minutes. The cut 3C library was purified and concentrated by adding
1 volume AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 55 μl nuclease-free water. To repair
single stranded damage, 53.5 μl of cut 3C library was mixed with 6.5 μl NEBNext FFPE Repair
Buffer and 2 μl NEBNext FFPE Repair Mix (New England Biolabs), followed by incubation at 20°C
for 15 minutes and addition of 3 volumes of AMPure XP beads for purification.
Site-specific fusion of a biotinylated T7 promoter was done by adding probes, on both sides of
the newly generated cut site, that consisted of the following components: a first biotinylated base,
a short linker sequence, the recognition site for the SfbI restriction enzyme (CCTGCAGG), the
complete T7 promoter sequence (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAG) and a 30 bp sequence that
is complementary to the sequence directly bordering the CRISPR-Cas9 cut site (see Fig. 2a).
Probes were consistently designed for the both sites flanking each cut site. 0.25 μl each of the 40
mM biotinylated T7 probes on either side of each of the viewpoints were mixed and nuclease-free
water was added to the final volume of 10 μl. The biotinylated probe mix was added to 28.5 μl of
cut and repaired 3C library, 10 μl of 5X OneTaq buffer (New England BioLabs), 1 μl of 10 mM
dNTPs and 0.5 μl of OneTaq Polymerase (New England BioLabs). To generate (partially) double
stranded DNA, the reaction was incubated in a thermal cycler with the following steps: 95°C for 8
minutes, 1°C decrease per 15 sec to 65°C, 68°C for 5 minutes, rapid decrease to 4°C. Nucleasefree water was subsequently added to a final volume of 200 μl.
For each probe included in the reaction, 5 μl Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 beads (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) were combined and washed according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
followed by resuspension in 200 μl of B&W buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 1mM EDTA, 2M
NaCl). The total volume of beads was added to the cut and T7 promoter-fused 3C library, followed
by incubation at room temperature for 30 minutes in a HulaMixer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Beads were washed three times in 200 μl of 1X Wash buffer according to the manufacturers’
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instructions, and bound DNA fragments were released by adding 43 μl nuclease-free water, 5 μl
CutSmart Buffer, and 20 U SbfI (New England BioLabs), followed by incubation at 37°C for 20
minutes. The released 3C library was purified and concentrated by adding 1 volume AMPure XP
beads (Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 11 μl nuclease-free water.
10 μl of the eluted 3C library was in-vitro transcribed using the T7 RiboMAX Express Large Scale
RNA Production System (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with minor
modifications: 10 μl of libraries were added to 15 μl 2x T7 RiboMax buffer, 3 μl T7 Enzyme Mix,
2 μl 5M Betaine (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 μl SUPERase RNase Inhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and incubated at 37°C for 60 minutes. Resulting RNA was poly(A) tailed using Poly(A) Tailing Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and incubated at 37 °C for
10 minutes. The poly(A) tailed RNA was purified and concentrated by adding 100 μl of Agencourt
RNAClean XP beads (Beckman Coulter,) and eluted in 12 μl nuclease-free water. RNA
concentration was determined using the RNA HS Assay on a Qubit device (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).
Nanopore direct-RNA sequencing libraries were prepared using the Direct-RNA Sequencing Kit,
version SQK-RNA002 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions with minor modifications: both adaptor ligation steps were performed for 15 minutes
and the reverse-transcription step was performed at 50°C for 30 minutes with 1 μl of SUPERase
RNase Inhibitor supplemented. The final Agencourt RNAClean XP beads purification step was
done using 24 μl of beads instead of 40 μl for a more stringent size selection. Direct-RNA
sequencing was done for 48 - 72 hours, using FLO-MIN106 flowcells (R9 chemistry) on a MinION
(MK 2.0) sequencing device with the MinKNOW software (Oxford Nanopore Technologies).
Nano-C data analysis
Direct-RNA sequencing reads (fast5 format) were basecalled using Guppy 4.0.11 followed by
default quality filtering (QC score > 7), which primarily removes short reads. The resulting RNA
fastq files were then converted to DNA fastq using an in-house Perl script.
To reliably identify contacts within our error-prone and complex 3C reads, we devised a two-step
mapping and filtering approach. Read quality was evaluated using the MinIONQC tool82. In the
first step, reads in the DNA fastq files were mapped to a synthetic genome only consisting of the
different viewpoints present in the run [viewpoint sequences obtained from ENSEMBL Mouse
assembly GRCm38 (mm10)] (see Extended Data Table 6 for viewpoints contained in each run).
We used BWA-MEM with default parameters83 on these complex 3C reads, which considerably
outperformed the more commonly used Minimap2 (Nanopore Direct-RNA-seq mode). Retained
reads containing the viewpoint were then filtered for high-quality mapping (MQ ≥ 50, which make
up the majority of reads; see Extended Data Fig. 4a). In the second step, high-quality viewpointcontaining reads were mapped to the entire ENSEMBL Mouse assembly GRCm38 (mm10) with
repeats masked (genome obtained from https://www.repeatmasker.org), using BWA-MEM with
default parameters. As expected for 3C reads that are composed of fragments from different
locations in the genome, we obtained both primary and supplementary mappings from within the
same read. Here, we noticed a major difference between the distribution of mapping quality
scores for segments that mapped to the same chromosome as the viewpoint (intra-chromosomal
mappings; large majority with MQ ≥ 25) and segments that mapped to other chromosomes (interchromosomal mappings; large majority with MQ ≤ 25) (see Extended Data Fig. 4a). Based on the
notion that the large majority of interactions in 3C experiments are intra-chromosomal84, we
assumed that the abundant low quality inter-chromosomal mappings mostly consisted of
randomly mapped reads. Individual mapping segments within our viewpoint containing reads
were therefore filtered for mapping with quality scores over 25 (MQ ≥ 25).
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In-house developed Perl scripts were used to assign the individual segments from each read to
NlaIII fragments in the genome, to merge segments falling in the same or neighbouring NlaIII
fragment and to determine the total number of multi-contacts within the reads. Reads that only
mapped to the viewpoint were removed. Multi-contact information (NlaIII fragments) was
organized according to the Interact Track Format, with multi-contact reads spanning over multiple
lines and additional information provided in non-essential columns:
• Column 4 (Name): unique identifier assigned to each multi-contact read.
• Column 7 (Exp): multi-contacts in the read (viewpoint + n other contacts).
• Column 8 (Color): random color assigned to each multi-contact read. #000000 if the originally identified
viewpoint was not identified upon mapping to the masked genome.
• Column 12 (sourceName): indication if the viewpoint was identified upon mapping to the masked
genome (1: yes, 0: no).
• Column 17 (targetName): Nano-C run in which the multi-contact read was identified.

Interact
files
can
be
downloaded
from
the
Mendeley
Data
repository
(https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/g7b4z8957z/1) and can be visualized as Spider plots in the
UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu). TAD-walks were generated from these Interact
files after filtering for specific genomic intervals using a custom R-script.
Determination of 3C library topology
To assess if 3C libraries generated from NlaIII-digested chromatin are composed of circular or
linear molecules, we treated 200 ng of a 3C library with 0.5 U T5 exonuclease (NEB, which only
degraded linear DNA) at 37°C for 60 min. 200 ng of two control plasmids (9.0 kb and 3.1kb), with
and without linearization, were incubated as well. The presence or absence of degradation was
analyzed by gel electrophoresis on a 0.8% agarose gel (Extended Data, figure 4c).
Cryo-EM of vitrified 3C libraries
To determine the topology and length of the DNA molecules in a high-resolution 3C library (NlaIII
used as restriction enzyme) using cryo electron microscopy, DNA molecules were trapped
suspended within a thin vitreous ice layer and imaged at cryo-temperature85. Concentration of the
3C library was adjusted at 80 ng/μl, to ensure that DNA complexes were sufficiently concentrated
for imaging but diluted enough not to overlap in most cases. 3 μl of the diluted 3C library was
deposited onto a plasma-clean Quantifoil R2/2 holey carbon grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences),
blotted with a filter paper for 2 seconds, and plunged into liquid ethane, using a Vitrobot Mark IV
(Thermo Fisher) operated at room temperature and 100% relative humidity. Frozen grids were
imaged in a JEOL 2010F transmission electron microscope equipped with a 4K Gatan Ultrascan
1000 camera at a nominal magnification of 40,000x or 50,000x. Images were recorded with a
nominal defocus of 3 μm, on the camera (pixel size 0.29 or 0.236 nm) or on Kodak SO163
negative films. Negative films were developed in full strength Kodak D19 for 12 minutes, and
scanned with a Coolscan 9000 (Nikon) at a resolution of 4000 pixels per inch. Images were
denoised by wavelet filtration in ImageJ (‘A trous filter’ plugin, with k1= 20, kn>1= 0). DNA contour
lengths projected onto the image plane (L//) were segmented and measured in ImageJ using the
freehand line tool.
The conformation of polymer chains is modified by confinement, here in two dimensions86,87. The
effect depends on the relative values of persistence length lp, contour length Lc, and width w of
the chain, and layer thickness t. Specimen thickness t was determined as ranging from 50 to 75
nm from stereo pairs, recorded at tilt angles ± 10°, as described88. As such, DNA complexes were
confined within a layer whose thickness is of the order of magnitude of the persistence length of
the molecule lp ≈ 50 nm. As t ≤ 2lp, DNA conformation is described by the Odjik regime of
confinement87: the relationship between the DNA length L// measured on 2D projection images
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and the contour length Lc of the molecule depends on Lc. If Lc ≫ t, DNA is compressed in the zdirection and extended in xy. The projected length L// relates to the contour length Lc as (1) L// ≈
0.9 Lc, or, if Lc ≤ t, so that the DNA conformation is not affected by the confinement, (2) L// ≈ (π/4)
Lc89-91. Contour length of the complexes Lc are calculated from the measured values of L// using
either (1) or (2). With a DNA chain width w = 2 nm ≪ t, the projection of a linear chain on the
image plane can cross itself (‘self-crossing Odijk regime’, w < t ≤ 2lp)89 and the topology of the
complex cannot unambiguously be determined in all cases.
50 regions of 5 specimens frozen from the DNA library were selected for analysis, based upon
the presence of well isolated complexes to exclude the possibility that neighbouring molecules
overlap. Very large complexes cannot be identified without ambiguities in many cases, leading to
a possible underestimation of their number. It is also possible that very small complexes (< 10
bp) present in the sample have not been detected. Complexes whose topology could not be
unambiguously determined were discarded.
4C-seq and data analysis
Chromatin fixation, cell lysis, and 4C library preparation were done as previously described using
15 million cells per experiment92. NlaIII (New England Biolabs) was used as the primary restriction
enzyme and DpnII (New England Biolabs) as the secondary restriction enzyme. For 4C-seq library
preparation, 800 ng of 4C library was amplified using 16 individual PCR reactions with inverse
primers including Illumina TruSeq adapter sequences (primers in Extended Data Table 2).
Multiplexed Illumina sequencing was done using 86 bp single-end reads on the Next-Seq 550
system (Illumina) according to the manufacturer's instructions at the high-throughput sequencing
core facility of the I2BC (Gif-sur-Yvette, France).
4C-seq data were mapped to ENSEMBL Mouse assembly GRCm38 (mm10), translated to
restriction fragments and smoothed (11 fragments running mean) using a stand-alone version of
the 4C-seq analysis pipeline that was previously included in the HTSstation tool93 (scripts
available upon request). For determining signal density within TADs, the raw values per restriction
fragment were used. For visualization, the smoothed values were used.
For H19 and Igf2 4C-seq tracks, previously published smoothed values (11 fragments running
mean) were obtained from https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/6t33n6nm96/363.
Simulations using the Randomly Cross-Linked polymer model
We describe chromatin organization using our previously developed Randomly Cross-Linked
(RCL) polymer model64. The RCL polymer has Nmon monomers linearly connected by harmonic
springs, similar to the Rouse model94, and an additional Nc random connectors between nonsequential monomers. To represent two sequential TADs, we concatenated two blocks of RCL
polymers (each of them composed by NTAD monomers and Nc random connectors)65,95. To
investigate which of the identified aspects of CTCF binding at TAD boundaries reproduce best
the transition zones between TADs, we simulated different scenarios involving the positioning of
random connectors in the RCL block-polymers.
We set Nmon = 2NTAD = 100 monomers, with Nc = 10 random connectors for each RCL polymer;
parameters as previously estimated from Hi-C maps65. Subsequently, we investigated several
polymer folding scenarios using numerical stochastic simulations. First, we distributed random
connectors uniformly within each RCL polymer (Extended Data Fig. 12, most left panel). To
simulate Cohesin blocking at a punctuated TAD boundary, we next assigned at least one
connector in each TAD to join the monomer that is located directly next to the boundary with
another monomer randomly chosen within the same TAD (Extended Data Fig. 12, second panel).
We further expanded on this scenario with the addition of an extended boundary (i.e. the presence
of a gap containing NGAP monomers without random connectors) that separates the two RCL
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polymers (third panel). In this case we set NTAD = 45 and NGAP = 10. To introduce the notion of
dynamic CTCF binding, and thus the potential for loop extrusion ‘read through’, we introduced a
moving boundary: the size of the two RCL polymers is randomly chosen NTAD∈[40,60], keeping
the overall size of the polymer constant. Thus, we combine the gap without random connectors
(extended boundary) with a moving boundary (fourth panel). We also match the moving boundary
with the presence of one random connector with one side constrained at the boundary (fifth
panel). The final scenario includes all additions: the connector constrained at the boundary, the
gap without random connectors and the moving boundary (sixth panel).
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Clustering of CTCF binding near TAD boundaries and within peaks (supplemental to Figure 1)
A. Distribution of CTCF peaks in a 100 kb window surrounding all TAD boundaries in the mESC
genome, as called from population averaged Hi-C. 100 kb is the typical size of transition zones
that surround TAD boundaries. B. Violin plots showing that peak values of CTCF peaks within 50
kb of a Hi-C boundary are, on average, increased as compared to CTCF peaks elsewhere in the
genome. C. 10 kb Hi-C bins that carry multiple CTCF peaks, located anywhere in the mESC
genome, display on average a more pronounced relative Hi-C insulation score as compared to
bins that carry only one CTCF peak. D. Example of a cluster of CTCF binding sites, with most
peaks containing multiple CTCF consensus motifs. The relative position and orientation of motifs
within 3 peaks is indicated below. Red and darker blue motifs are the most significant motif within
the peak. Values below each motif indicate their position within the peak and, in brackets, the
significance score (-log(10) value). Red/pink motifs have a forward orientation, blue/light blue
motifs have a reverse orientation. E. Violin plots showing that CTCF peak values are, on average,
increased when more motifs are present within the peak.
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Subtypes of B2 family repeats have different CTCF binding characteristics (supplemental to
Figure 1)
A. The relative orientation of CTCF motifs within all peaks in the mESC genome is significantly
enriched for peaks carrying motifs in a mixed orientation (see also Fig. 1H). B. The consensus
sequence for B2 family repeats contain two CTCF motifs, but with a different position and
orientation for different subtypes of the B2 repeat family. Blue shading highlights significant CTCF
motifs. The motif that is common for all subtypes is the motif that was previously reported56. C.
Total number of significant CTCF peaks in the mESC genome that overlap different subtypes of
the B2 repeat family. D. (top) Violin plots showing that CTCF peaks that do not overlap repeats
have, on average, higher peak values than peaks that overlap B2 repeats or other types of
repeats. (bottom) Violin plots showing that CTCF peaks that overlap B2 subtypes have, on
average, lower peak values. Peaks that overlap B3 subtypes have, on average, higher peak
values that are similar to peaks that do not overlap repeats. Grey dashed line shows the median
peak value of peaks that do not overlap repeats (see top panel). E. CTCF binding logos for CTCF
motifs in peaks not overlapping B2 repeats or peaks overlapping different subtypes of B2 family
repeats. F. Density plot showing the actual distribution of p-values for all CTCF consensus motifs,
relative to repeat overlap. Due to the large overrepresentation of motifs in B2 repeats, and their
relatively high degree of sequence conservation, the motifs in peaks that overlap B2 repeats are
called as highly significant. Our analysis shows that this does not automatically correlate with high
peak value though.
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Clustering of CTCF motifs near TAD boundaries (supplemental to Figure 1)
A. Distribution of significantly bound CTCF motifs in a 100 kb window surrounding TAD
boundaries as called from population averaged Hi-C. 100 kb is the typical size of a transition zone
surround TAD boundaries. B. 10 kb Hi-C bins that carry multiple significantly bound CTCF motifs,
located anywhere in the mESC genome and in one or multiple peaks in the 10 kb bin, display on
average a more pronounced relative Hi-C insulation score as compared to bins that carry only
one CTCF motif. C. 10 kb Hi-C bins that carry a single CTCF peak with multiple significantly bound
CTCF motifs, located anywhere in the mESC genome, display on average a more pronounced
relative Hi-C insulation score as compared to bins that carry only one CTCF motif.
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Characteristics of Nano-C reads and high-resolution 3C libraries (supplemental to Figure 2)
A. Distribution of mapping Q-score for reads mapping both the viewpoint (second step in our data
analysis; horizontal axis) and to other sites in the genome (third step in our data analysis; vertical
axis). Graph on the left shows mappings where both the viewpoint and the contact mapped to the
same chromosome (intra-chromosomal contact), and graph on the right shows mappings where
the viewpoint and the contact mapped to different chromosomes (inter-chromosomal contact).
The most prominent population of intra-chromosomal mappings had a consistently high Q-score
(upper-right corner), but a smaller population was present with low Q-score for contact mapping.
The most prominent population of inter-chromosomal mappings had a high quality Q-score for
the viewpoint and a low Q-score for contact mapping. A smaller population was present with high
Q-score for contact mapping. Considering that the mapping was done on the entire genome, we
expect that specific reads should have mapped with the same Q-score anywhere in the genome.
As specific contacts were enriched on the same chromosome, which represented only a small
fraction of the entire genome (around 5%), we assumed that the abundance of mapping with low
Q-score represented low quality non-specific mappings. For this reason, we only retained reads
that were located within the red box. B. Gel electrophoresis of a high-resolution 3C library on a
1.5% agarose gel, showing its typical fragment distribution that appears as a relatively condensed
high molecular weight band (> 10 kb). C. To assess if high-resolution 3C libraries generated from
NlaIII-digested and proximity-ligated chromatin are of a circular or linear nature, 3C libraries were
treated with T5 exonuclease, which only degrades DNA molecules that have open ends (i.e. noncircular DNA). The presence or absence of degradation was analyzed by gel electrophoresis on
a 0.8% agarose gel of indicated DNA molecules, including two control plasmids with and without
linearization. As for linearized plasmids, the 3C libraries also show digestion by T5 exonuclease
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This result confirmed that the majority of molecules in 3C libraries were not circular62. We noted
nonetheless that the gel electrophoresis of the undigested 3C library on a 0.8% agarose gel,
showed a very different distribution as on a 1.5% agarose gel (panel B), providing a first indication
that 3C libraries were not composed of conventional linear fragments. D. Visualization of
individual DNA molecules in a high-resolution 3C library by Cryo-EM (electron microscopy). DNA
molecules were trapped suspended within a thin vitreous ice layer and imaged at cryotemperature. Mainly, three types of topology were detected by Cryo-EM: linear molecules
(highlighted in brown), circular molecules (black) and molecules with more complex topologies
(branched and internally looped, red). See also Fig. 2E. E. Quantitation of DNA fragments and
their DNA content in a high-resolution 3C library, as determined by Cryo-EM. The length of the
DNA molecules was converted to base-pairs from the measured length (nm). Among the 191
molecules analyzed, the DNA molecules larger than 4 kb consisted only of complex topologies,
while linear and circular molecules were mostly fragments < 2 kb (upper panel). Considering their
large size, around 85% of the DNA content in the 3C library was contained within molecules with
complex topologies (lower panel).
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Nano-C result for three viewpoints in the
2 TADs surrounding a strong boundary
on chromosome 13 in mESCs
(supplemental to Figure 2)
For all three viewpoints, spider-plots
with pairwise interactions are displayed
on top (percentages indicate the fraction
of interactions upstream or downstream
of the boundary) and TAD-walks are
shown below. Each line in the TADwalks represent a single multi-contact
read, with the viewpoint depicted as a
black box and individual contacts as red
boxes. Multi-contacts are sorted on the
contact that is nearest to its viewpoint.
The distribution of CTCF and Rad21
peaks and H3K4me3, H3K27ac,
H3K36me3, and H3K27me3 histone
marks(ChIP-seq) are indicated below.
The Hi-C insulation score (red line: cutoff) and derivative insulation score are
indicated below. Previously published
Hi-C data is indicated above52. The thick
purple line indicates the TAD boundary
of interest, the smaller line indicates a
second nearby boundary. See also Fig.
2G.
Notice that the TAD upstream of the
boundary is mostly devoid of the
H3K36me3 histone mark (indicating
actively transcribed gene bodies),
whereas a promoter marked by a
bivalent signature (H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3) is present. The TAD
downstream of the boundary contains
several actively transcribed genes.
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Nano-C reproduces results from pair-wise 4C-seq and Hi-C assays (supplemental to Figure 2)
A. Comparison between Nano-C, Hi-C and 4C-seq data in the 2 TADs surrounding a
strong boundary in mESCs. For the three Nano-C viewpoints on chr. 13, virtual 4C tracks96 were
generated from the Nano-C and Hi-C data (both 10 kb resolution) and visualized with newly
generated 4C-seq data (11 NlaIII fragments running-mean). The thick purple line indicates the
TAD boundary of interest. Previously published Hi-C data is indicated above52. B. Distribution of
signal upstream and downstream of the TAD boundary of interest for the virtual 4C and 4C-seq
tracks. Distribution of signal is highly reproducible between the three assays, confirming the
robustness of the Nano-C assay.
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Nano-C results for four viewpoints in the 2 TADs surrounding a weaker boundary on chromosome
3 in mESCs (supplemental to Figure 2)
A. Four viewpoints were designed around a weaker TAD boundary on chromosome 3 (see Fig.
2f, top brown dot). For all four viewpoints, spider-plots with pairwise interactions are displayed on
top (percentages indicate the fraction of interactions upstream or downstream of the boundary)
and TAD-walks are shown below. Multi-contacts are sorted on the contact that is nearest to its
viewpoint. The distribution of CTCF and Rad21 peaks and H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K36me3, and
H3K27me3 histone marks(ChIP-seq) are indicated below. The Hi-C insulation score (red line: cutoff) and derivative insulation score are indicated below. Previously published Hi-C data is
indicated above52. The thick purple line indicates the TAD boundary of interest. Notice that both
TADs surrounding the boundary contain several actively transcribed genes. B. Distribution of
multi-contacts. Expected distributions of multi-contacts were obtained after randomizing reads upand downstream. Significance: G-test. For all viewpoints, the population of mixed multi-contacts
was less prevalent than expected. C. Zoom-in on TAD-walks in the 300 kb window surrounding
the TAD boundary. Multi-contacts were sorted on the most downstream read (viewpoints located
upstream of the boundary) or the most upstream read (viewpoints located downstream of the
boundary). Only reads with at least one multi-contact falling within the 300 kb window are shown.
Arrows and orange lines indicate cliffs that coincide with CTCF binding.
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Nano-C results for three viewpoints in the 2 TADs surrounding a weaker boundary on
chromosome 12 in mESCs (supplemental to Figure 2)
A. Three viewpoints were designed around a weaker TAD boundary on chromosome 12 (see Fig.
2f, middle brown dot). For all three viewpoints, spider-plots with pairwise interactions are
displayed on top (percentages indicate the fraction of interactions upstream or downstream of the
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boundary) and TAD-walks are shown below. Multi-contacts are sorted on the contact that is
nearest to its viewpoint. The distribution of CTCF and Rad21 peaks and H3K4me3, H3K27ac,
H3K36me3, and H3K27me3 histone marks(ChIP-seq) are indicated below. The Hi-C insulation
score (red line: cut-off) and derivative insulation score are indicated below. Previously published
Hi-C data is indicated above52. The thick purple line indicates the TAD boundary of interest, the
smaller line indicates a second nearby boundary. Notice that the ‘inter-TAD’ upstream of the
boundary contains one highly expressed gene, whereas both the TADs up- and downstream of
the boundary contain inactive, bivalently marked or weakly expressed genes and promoters. B.
Distribution of multi-contacts. Expected distributions of multi-contacts were obtained after
randomizing reads up- and downstream. Significance: G-test. For all viewpoints, the population
of mixed multi-contacts was less prevalent than expected. C. Zoom-in on TAD-walks in the 200
kb window surrounding the TAD boundary. Multi-contacts were sorted on the most downstream
read (viewpoint located upstream of the boundary) or the most upstream read (viewpoints located
downstream of the boundary). Only reads with at least one multi-contact falling within the 200 kb
window are shown. Arrows and orange lines indicate cliffs that coincide with CTCF binding.
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Nano-C results for three viewpoints in the 2 TADs surrounding a weak boundary on chromosome
18 in mESCs (supplemental to Figure 2)
A. Three viewpoints were designed around a weak TAD boundary on chromosome 18 (see Fig.
2f, bottom brown dot). For all three viewpoints, spider-plots with pairwise interactions are
displayed on top (percentages indicate the fraction of interactions upstream or downstream of the
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boundary) and TAD-walks are shown below. Multi-contacts are sorted on the contact that is
nearest to its viewpoint. The distribution of CTCF and Rad21 peaks and H3K4me3, H3K27ac,
H3K36me3, and H3K27me3 histone marks(ChIP-seq) are indicated below. The Hi-C insulation
score (red line: cut-off) and derivative insulation score are indicated below. Previously published
Hi-C data is indicated above52. The thick purple line indicates the TAD boundary of interest, the
smaller line indicates a second nearby boundary. Notice that both the TAD and the ‘inter-TAD’
upstream of the boundary contain inactive, bivalently marked or weakly expressed genes and
promoters, whereas the TAD downstream of the boundary contains several highly expressed
genes. B. Distribution of multi-contacts. Expected distributions of multi-contacts were obtained
after randomizing reads up- and downstream. Significance: G-test. For all viewpoints, the
population of mixed multi-contacts was less prevalent as expected. C. Zoom-in on TAD-walks in
the 200 kb window surrounding the TAD boundary. Multi-contacts were sorted on the most
downstream read (viewpoint located upstream of the boundary) or the most upstream read
(viewpoints located downstream of the boundary). Only reads with at least one multi-contact
falling within the 200 kb window are shown. Arrows and orange lines indicate cliffs that coincide
with CTCF binding.
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Extended Data Fig. 10. Nano-C results at the imprinted Igf2-H19 locus in mESCs (supplemental
to Figure 2)
Nano-C viewpoints were designed at the H19 DMR (differentially methylated region, which binds
CTCF on the maternal allele) and at the Igf2 promoter (which is located near to a bi-allelic CTCF
site). For both viewpoints, spider-plots with pairwise interactions (top) and TAD-walks with multicontact interactions (bottom) are displayed. Multi-contacts are sorted on the contact that is
nearest to its viewpoint. Previously published allele-specific 4C-seq tracks for viewpoints at the
H19 DMR (maternal allele, with CTCF binding) and Igf2 promoter (paternal allele, with nearby biallelic CTCF binding) are indicated below63. Non allele-specific CTCF and Rad21 peaks (ChIPseq) are indicated below as well. Notice that CTCF binding at the H19 DMR (red arrow), which
tends to be weakly enriched63 was not observed, yet a relatively weak enrichment for Rad21 was
visible. The Hi-C insulation score (red line: cut-off) and derivative insulation score are indicated
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below. Previously published Hi-C data is indicated above. Orange lines indicate cliffs that coincide
with CTCF binding. Previously observed CTCF-anchored loops (4C-seq)63, either originating from
the H19 DMR (maternal allele) or the CTCF site downstream of the Igf2 promoter (paternal allele)
coincided with noticeable cliffs in the Nano-C data, which was particularly prominent in the Igf2
track where we could obtain a larger number of Nano-C multi-contacts.
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Nano-C results for three viewpoints in the 2 TADs surrounding a weak boundary on chromosome
18 in mESCs after CTCF depletion (supplemental to Figure 3)
A. Spider-plots showing pairwise interactions for three viewpoints around a weak TAD boundary
on chromosome 18, with percentages indicating the fraction of interactions upstream or
downstream of the boundary (see also Extended data, figure 9). ChIP-seq data for CTCF binding
in Auxin-treated CTCF-AID mESCs and WT control mESCs is provided below. The thick purple
line indicates the TAD boundary of interest, the smaller line indicates a second nearby boundary.
B. Distribution of multi-contacts. Expected distributions of multi-contacts were obtained after
randomizing reads up- and downstream. Significance: G-test. Compared to WT mESCs, the
population of multi-contacts for all viewpoints that obeyed the boundary was reduced (see Fig.
3C and Extended data, figure 9), but the population of mixed multi-contacts remained less
prevalent than expected.
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Topological configurations generated from a modified Randomly Cross-Linked (RCL) polymer
model.
Two sequential TADs are concatenated into two blocks of RCL polymers, each of them composed
by NTAD monomers linearly connected by harmonic springs with an addition of Nc random
connectors between non-sequential monomers. Blue monomers belong to TAD 1, red/yellow
monomers to TAD 2, gray monomers are the gap without random connectors. Different
configurations, in-silico Hi-C maps and in-silico TAD-walks for both pairwise and multi-contacts
(corresponding to monomers n=34, 44, 50, as indicated) are shown for the indicated scenarios
(top). Parameters of the RCL model: b=0.18 μm, ε=0.06 μm, D=8 ⋅ 10-3 μm2/s, Nmon=100, Nc=10
(as determined in ref. 65). Numerical simulations are performed with time step Δt=10-2 s and 106
integration steps. Hi-C maps and TAD walks are computed by averaging over 103 polymer
realizations.
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Additional files
Extended data Table 1. Identified CTCF peaks in mESCs (.xlsx)
List of identified CTCF peaks in mESCs, the CTCF consensus motifs contained within and overlap
with repeats.
Extended Data Table 2. gRNA sequences, primers and probes (.pdf)
List of gRNAs used for genome editing and in-vitro CRISPR-Cas9 cutting (ELF-Clamp), primers
used for RT-qPCR and 4C-seq, and biotinylated probes used for site-specific T7 promoter fusion
(ELF-Clamp).
Extended Data Table 3. Identified TADs in mESCs (.bed)
List of start and end coordinates of TADs that were identified from reanalyzed Hi-C data52.
Extended Data Table 4. Insulation score in mESCs (.bedgraph)
List of insulation score for all 10kb bins in the mESC genome, as determined from reanalyzed HiC data52.
Extended Data Table 5. Derivative insulation score in mESCs (.bedgraph)
List of derivative insulation score for all 10kb bins in the mESC genome, as determined from
reanalyzed Hi-C data52.
Extended Data Table 6. Derivative insulation score in mESCs (.xlsx)
List of NlaIII fragments used as viewpoints in each of the individual Nano-C runs.
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